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Hello 

We received your request for help with calculations and planning of your Unico high velocity air conditioning 

system. 

 

If you could send me over a simple drawing of your floor plan, or CAD engineered drawings of your home 

with the following detailed info, then I can calculate the correct Unico system size for your project and come 

up with the number of outlets needed per room and an equipment listing. 

 

Or, if you'd like to use just the typical list of equipment for a certain size system, let us know the system size.  

We don't recommend this method at all because we prefer to run the full calculations and make sure the 

system is sized correctly for the total space and each individual room. 

 

If you are interested in the Unico system, please respond to our emails.  After 3 unanswered emails, our 

system figures you are un-interested and deletes your contact info, so we don't send you unwanted email. 

 

 

1- Room sizes 

 

2- ceiling heights 

 

3- which direction is north on the drawing 

 

4- window sizes (glass doors count as windows) 

 

5- window info (single pane, double pane, triple pane, full sun, shade, or blinds/curtains, fixed position, single 

hung, double hung, normal infiltration rating, or certified .75 cfm/sq.ft., or certified .50 cfm/sq.ft.) 

 

6- door sizes and types (standard, insulated core, is there a storm door, is there weather stripping) 

 

7- wall insulation value 

 

8- ceiling insulation value 

 

9- Cooling only or heating too 

 

10- if used for heating too, H2O or Electric Heat 

 

11- number of people normally in house 
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12- any help you can offer us in placement of the equipment and the route that the main plenum can take or 

be placed in will be appreciated.   

 

13- Your Zip code, so we can pull climate data for your area.  Full project address is even better. 

 

14- Which room is the most occupied when everyone is at home? 

 

15- Do you currently have hot or cold spots that you want corrected?  Which areas? 

 

16- type of main trunk plenum desired? Square fiberboard 10"x10", round standard 9" sheet metal, round 

spiral type high velocity spiral sheet metal with self sealing silicon gaskets?  Standard sheet metal is the 

lowest price, followed by the square fiberboard, then highest priced is the spiral high velocity sheet metal. 

 

17- if you have a basement, how many feet of the wall is underground 

 

You can email these answers to us at sales@hvac.place 

 

Or, you can mail the plans/info to us at: 

HVAC Place 

Attn: Engineering 

30 N Gould St 

Suite 5624 

Sheridan, WY  82801 

 

phone 307/316-4822 

fax 307/333-0186 

 

If you have any questions about anything, just let us know. Talk with you soon. Hope you have a great day! 

 

 


